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Overview of the vulnerabilities of Web App

Acunetix Web Application Vulnerability Report 2016
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► The sql injection is part of the OWASP Top Ten as 
one of the most widespread and critical 
vulnerabilities of web applications.

► This type of attack is particularly critical for 
the web app as it allows the attacker to access the 
database that is behind the web app and perpetrate 
many more sensitive information stored in it.

► Preventing SQL Injection attacks is not 
particularly difficult. Mostly this type of attack is 
successful because companies do not carry out 
security checks on Web App both for economic reasons 
and because of the faster release cycles of web 
applications.

Overview of the vulnerabilities of Web Apps
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► The vulnerabilities related to Web App increased 
rapidly in the last 12 months.

► Yahoo hackers stole data from 500 million users.
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What is a SQL Injection

►SQL injection is a type of security 
exploit in which the attacker adds 
Structured Query Language (SQL) code to 
a Web form input box to gain access to 
resources or make changes to data. An 
SQL query is a request for some action 
to be performed on a database. 
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Processing Database
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Injection code

Processing database
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SQL Injection for bypassing login.php

Injection code

Authentication successful
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Blind SQL Injection

►Difference between SQL and Blind SQL Injection

►Statement UNION  

“UNION is used to combine the result from multiple SELECT statements into a single 
resultset. The column names from the firstSELECT statement are used as the column 

names for theresults returned. Selected columns listed in corresponding positions of 
eachSELECTstatement should have the same data type. (For example, the first column 

selected by thefirst statement should have the same type as the first column 
selected by the otherstatements.)”

►Note:the union all select has some requirements to work.The most important is 
that the number of selected fields from the first select, must be the SAME as 
that of the courts selected from the second select.  
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Blind SQL Injection

►Note:the union all select has some requirements to work.The most important is 
that the number of selected fields from the first select, must be the SAME as 
that of the courts selected from the second select.  

►In the above circumstances, we can force news.php to select data also from 
user table, chaining our select injected with a UNION ALL SELECT as in following 
example: 
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Blind SQL Injection

►How many fields select the first SELECT?  

►The correct query is:  
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Information Schema

►The information schema is a database that is located on each MySQL server 
since the first installation and contains, incidentally, of tables with 
information on the structure the other data in the other database. In the 
specific case, we must view the contents of the table INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES 
containing the table_name field, which is the list of all tables in the db  

 

Example to display all tables in the database

►To get the list instead of the column names for every table, we use 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS

Example to display the list of column names for tabella_utenti
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WEB APPLICATION SECURITY 
WITH ACUNETIX

►Are you ready ? 
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►SQLMap is an open source 
penetration testing tool that 
automates the process of 
detecting and exploiting SQL 
injection flaws and taking 
over of database servers. 

SQLMap
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►Full support for MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, IBM DB2, 
SQLite, Firebird, Sybase, SAP MaxDB, HSQLDB and Informix database management systems.

►Full support for six SQL injection techniques: boolean-based blind, time-based blind, error-
based, UNION query-based, stacked queries and out-of-band.

►Support to directly connect to the database without passing via a SQL injection, by providing 
DBMS credentials, IP address, port and database name.

►Support to enumerate users, password hashes, privileges, roles, databases, tables and columns.

►Automatic recognition of password hash formats and support for cracking them using a 
dictionary-based attack.

►Support to dump database tables entirely, a range of entries or specific columns as per user's 
choice. The user can also choose to dump only a range of characters from each column's entry.

►Support to establish an out-of-band stateful TCP connection between the attacker machine and 
the database server underlying operating system. This channel can be an interactive command 
prompt, a Meterpreter session or a graphical user interface (VNC) session as per user's choice.

SQLMap-Features
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SQL INJECTION WITH SQLMAP 
(LIVE)

►Let‘s go ... 
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FUZZING SQL INJECTION WITH   
    BURP SUITE INTRUDER 

(LIVE)

►Let‘s go ... 
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► During a V.A or P.T.also evaluate HTTP headers.

- GET

- POST

- HTTP Cookie Parameters

- HTTP Headers

► A result of a comparison of 60 commercial web application vulnerability scanners.

SQL Injection through HTTP headers
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► Tools for testing SQL Injection 
choose by its detection accuracy 
or by its inputs vector coverage.

SQL Injection through HTTP headers
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►HTTP header fields are components of the message header of 
requests and responses in the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 
They define the operating parameters of an HTTP transaction.

SQL Injection through HTTP headers
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►X-Forwarded-For is an HTTP header field considered as a de facto standard for 
identifying the originating IP address of a client connecting to a web server 
through an HTTP proxy or load balancer.

►The simple modification of this header field to something like:

...will lead to bypass the authentication control. 

X-Forwarded-For
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►User agent is an HTTP header field gives the software program used 
by the original client. 

►This is for statistical purposes and the tracing of protocol 
violations. 

User-agent
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►Referer is another HTTP header which can be vulnerable to SQL 
injection once the application is storing it in database without 
sanitizing it.

►It’s an optional header field that allows the client to specify, 
for the server’s benefit, the address ( URI ) of the document (or 
element within the document) from which the URI in the request was 
obtained. 

►This allows a server to generate lists of back-links to documents, 
for interest, logging, etc. It allows bad links to be traced for 
maintenance.

Referer
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► Attackers are increasingly seeking for injection points to get 
full access of your databases. No matter the injection input 
vector’s type, whether it’s a GET, POST, Cookie or other HTTP 
headers; the important for intruders is always to have at least one 
injection point which let them start the exploitation phase.

Attacker’s perspective
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►Using a browser Add-on: Cookie Manager+

►After installing it, we select a Cookie variable related to the 
target application.

►After refreshing the page, or clicking on other internal link of 
the application, the application submits the request using the 
edited HTTP cookie. The result is triggered an SQL error. 

Manually testing Cookie based SQL Injections 
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►Firefox Add-on: Tamper Data

►Tamper Data is a powerful Firefox add-on to view and modify HTTP/HTTPS 
headers and post parameters.

►We will try to determine the number of column using it.

►When launching any request from the target application, Tamper Data pops 
up a box and asks if we want to tamper the current HTTP request just sent.

Manually testing Cookie based SQL Injections 
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►After clicking on Tamper,we got the full Tamper popup:

Manually testing Cookie based SQL Injections 

►We add: order by 4 into the HTTP 
cookie variable.

►We increment the number and add this 
time: order by 5. The response to this 
injection is as follows.

►So we can conclude that the number of 
columns is 4.
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Technique for mitigating SQL Injection

1) Implement filtering and monitoring tools.

2) Craft error messages carefully.

3) Patch and harden databases.

4) Limit database privileges.

5) Parameterized query
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Parameterized query

►We don‘t compose our string in a direct manner but by the 
help of parameters. 

►Parameterization of the parameters. 
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